European Banking Union Financial Times - Theresa May suffers double defeat on Brexit deal BT to strip Huawei equipment from its core 4G network may struggles to quell Brexit rebellion as backstop anger grows. FSB Global Shadow Banking Monitoring Report 2017 - 3 Monitoring aggregates USD trillion at end 2016 exhibit 0.1 0.2 1 20 jurisdictions and the Euro area 1 composition of the narrow measure 2 MUNI monitoring universe of non-bank financial intermediation includes 10% pension funds insurance corporations and financial. Reconciling Risk Sharing with Market Discipline A - Reconciling Risk Sharing with Market Discipline a constructive approach to Euro area reform. This publication written by a group of independent French and German economists proposes six reforms which if delivered as a package would improve the eurozone's financial stability, political cohesion and potential for delivering prosperity to its citizens all while addressing the priorities, Payment Services European Commission - Single Euro Payments Area SEPA single Euro payments area SEPA SEPA establishes a single set of tools and standards that make cross-border payments in Euro as easy as national payments. A Deeper and Fairer Economic and Monetary Union European - Financial union is about ensuring Europe has strong and stable banks and capital markets able to finance the real economy at its heart is a banking union. Full SEPA Single Euro Payments Area Migration - The single Euro payments area SEPA is the area where citizens, business and public authorities can make and receive payments in Euro under the same basic conditions, rights, and obligations regardless of their location. SEPA 1 is an initiative of the European banking industry and is strongly. OECD Economic Surveys European Union - OECD economic surveys European Union June 2016 overview. www.oecd.org/economics/surveys/economic-survey-european-union-and-euro-area.htm, 5 Things You Need to Know About PSD2 SEPA for Corporates - 5 Things You Need to Know About PSD2 Payment Services Directive SEPA Payments into helping corporates navigate payments technology industry trends, The European Union GDP Forecast 2017 Economic Data - Global Finance Magazine find the European Union real gross domestic product growth rate forecasts and historical GDP per capita GDP composition by sector